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I will hazard to guess that nearly all film fans have witnessed at least a handful of movies revolving around a courtroom trial. Ever wonder how authentic, or even plausible, these scenes really are?
New Law on Film book “Real to Reel” asks “Can you handle The Truth?”
You might call it making the punishment fit the crime. A federal judge has sentenced a former Yellowstone National Park safari guide, blogger and author to put his respect for ...
Court orders former Yellowstone guide and blogger to 'write' his wrong
The paperback edition ofThe Process Is the Punishmentis a welcome ... The intensive scrutiny of legal doctrine that law school culture perpetuates has been recognized as a distorted map of how legal ...
Process is the Punishment, The: Handling Cases in a Lower Criminal Court
You might call it making the punishment fit the crime. A federal judge has sentenced a former Yellowstone National Park safari guide, blogger and author to put his ...
Judge orders author to ‘write’ wrong after Yellowstone misbehavior
After an audacious motorbike-based jewel robbery in Las Vegas, Alex Cassidy decides it’s time to retire, but his criminal buddies ... points off the rule of law for the past decade, with greater ...
Review of paperbacks by Stan Parish, The Secret Barrister and Raymond Kennedy
I remembered the paperback copy I checked out from the ... the problem more than half a century ago. “The annals of criminal law are rife with instances of mistaken identification,” the ...
I Write About the Law. But Could I Really Help Free a Prisoner?
Mitch McDeere, a cocky Harvard law grad from a poor family ... when I found myself engrossed in a battered paperback copy of A Farewell to Arms. I took the book in a cab, but on arriving was ...
‘I’ve never turned pages so quickly’: 22 books we couldn’t put down
From the torture of detainees at Abu Ghraib to unnecessary military attacks on civilians, this book is an account of the violations of international criminal law committed during the United States ...
Iraq and the Crimes of Aggressive War
3. Dennis J. Baker, The Right Not to be Criminalized: Demarcating Criminal Law’s Authority, (London: Ashgate Applied Legal Philosophy Series, 2011 (ISBN 978-1-4094-2765-0.)). (308-pages). (Now in ...
Professor Dennis Baker
Looking for an examination copy? If you are interested in the title for your course we can consider offering an examination copy. To register your interest please contact collegesales@cambridge.org ...
The Crime of Aggression under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
especially criminal history, may be neither up-to-date nor accurate, says Janet Portman, a lawyer and coauthor of Every Landlord’s Legal Guide, the bible for landlords ($42.74 for a paperback ...
How to Profit From Your Basement Rental
This is the first book in the Exchanger series, available in both e-book and paperback. Jessi, the main character ... Frazza has joined the commercial and criminal litigation department of Gibbons P.C ...
2020 LYCOMING COLLEGE SPRING MAGAZINE
Although I should say right now, quick plug, that the paperback with a brand-new afterword ... it doesn’t really matter what the law is in another state. It matters what the law is in their ...
The G.O.P.'s Anti-Voting-Rights ‘Doom Loop’ for Democracy
Vance, Law & Order: Criminal Intent) to embark on a road trip ... monsters that feel like they arose from a Lovecraftian paperback. The cast also included Courtney B. Vance (The People v.
Lovecraft Country Canceled at HBO
I used to prop up the bar after a hard day’s night and talk the talk about wanting to be a paperback writer some ... nightmare visions of a psychopathic criminal breaking into my bedroom because ...
Jason O'Toole column: Covid lockdown let me confront my fear - and write a play
When his 448-page report was released in April, Mueller left one major question unanswered: whether the president broke the law. The special ... who tried to control a criminal investigation ...
Trump turns to a loyal ally for help
Levin is a former criminal and family law litigator, and is now a legal writing ... now available in Kindle and Paperback on Amazon.
Conservatism is not a dirty word - in stands in the face of radical takeovers
Obama Signs Law to Lower Legal Drinking Age to 18 Rumor ... Emergency Gideon Bibles Rushed to Nepal Rumor: Gideons International sent 100,000 paperback Bibles to Nepal as a form of earthquake ...
Media Matters
It was prompted by recent cases brought to the International Criminal Court (ICC) alleging war crimes ... Ignoring the differences between democracies governed by the rule of law and organizations ...
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